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About This Content

Original soundtrack for Praey for the Gods composed by Ian Dorsch.
Track list is currently 26.

1. Procession
2. Awakening

3. Fragile Vows
4. Wake for the Gods

5. Spiral
6. Beginning of the End
7. Hymn 1: Conscriptura

8. Hollow Tendrils
9. Parasite

10. Hand that Feeds
11. Hymn 2: Vessel

12. Buried Deep
13. In Awe of the Terror

14. Redemption
15. Hymn 3: Protegere

16. Purification
17. Rite of Passage

18. Return of the Idol
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19 Hymn 4: Samsara
20. Whispers

21. Reign of Fire
22. Ashes to Ashes

23. Hymn 5: Maculatus
24. Trailer 1
25. Trailer 2
26. Trailer 3

We intend to add more tracks as we continue development in Early Access.
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praey for the gods soundtrack. prey for the gods soundtrack

Enjoyed the worldbuilding and liked it more that Affairs of the Court. It felt a little bit short and consequently the characters
could have been better fleshed out, but overall, it was pleasant to read and see how your choices affect the outcomes. Also
appreciated the literature references like Metamorphosis and Moloch.. Early Access impressions, Subject to changes

I wrote a very good review for this game a long time ago
but now the game refuses to update because the passion of the dev are gone.
The game is dead, the dev's haven't updated for a very long time and they've taken many people's money. You can check the
forums.

They have pulled a quick one and this is why I stopped getting into early access games as much

Do not buy this game and the thumbs is now thumbsd own.. This is an excellent and criminally overlooked roguelite. The use of
hyperbolic space is truly unique and not just visual flair: it really impacts the gameplay and some crazy stuff is possible that
wouldn't be in normal Euclidean space. The graphics are barebones and won't impress most, but considering this is a one-man
labor of love I think they do a great job. Well worth the full price, but if you want to try it first, a slightly outdated version is
offered free on the creator's site.. Overall it was an okay game that I enjoyed purely for the puzzles, as well as the nice graphics
and animations. The puzzles were good and felt well-balanced for the most part which was nice (except for one criticism
mentioned below).

The entire game felt empty of all the things that make a point and click game exciting to play. There was an initial premise of a
story (which was very brief) and then there's no further plot development until you accomplish your primary goal and
subsequently finish the game. The sound was severely lacking in most of the game, with certain areas having no background
music and a handful of sound effects being used. There's no dialog (using thought bubbles similar to Machinarium) but it
doesn't work here since it makes the game feel even emptier. All the puzzles are fairly logical but also nonsensical in terms of
the whole game feeling like it uses the rube goldberg methodology of accomplishing tasks to complete your primary goal. A few
of the puzzles were ruined by the fact that there aren't descriptions of items in inventory so I couldn't tell what it was to figure
out how to apply it in some way. And lastly, the feedback from the UI was lacking where it was hard to tell what could\/does
work and so forth.

I rated this game a positive since some of the puzzles were fun - and it was only $3 so still seems worth it.. For best results:

1) Listen to slayer while playing, make sure it's loud, ignore complaints from roommate and\/or neighbors.
2) One hand should be raised up, making metal horns at all times.
3) Headbang, consider growing hair out to maximize effect.. Brilliant game. Even after years it's by far my favourite.. SImply
put, it's a fun game. Whether it is truly anything more than a 'browser' game that you have paid 5 bucks for... Not sure it
matters. There's enough content , cool upgrades that make a difference and enough missions to keep you busy for 3 hours or so.

Job done, nice little game.. Buy Nuclear throne instead.

Pros: Nice Visuals

Cons: Unlocks are way too grindy to get, if the starting characters don't appeal to you, tough \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Dev needs to take a few more pages from Nuclear Throne, and add characters you don't have to beat the game to unlock, or add
literally any information about HOW to unlock them, and add some B skins.

I can get a refund if I played under 2 hours right?. Really simple and entertaining oldschool game. I had nice time playing!.
Cheap, fun with 1043 achivements and trading cards, this game is totally worth it.
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Loved the game, had us all in stitches. would really love to play this over the internet though :D very very very fun. Didn't go
into this one with much to ask , just something to enjoy and play.

And that's sort of what i got with Blood Waves , it's a straightforward 3rd person survival shooter which feels like playing
Resident Evil of sorts.

You have a skilltree where you get 1point per wave you finish , and money after each wave , to purchase weapons and upgrades.

Now let me start with saying that the Skilltree is busted , you can stack damage reduction , you get up to 6% of your max hp
PER SECOND regenerated and then you have the classics like stamina increase , headshot dmg multiplier you know the good
stuff.

Weapons huh , Pistol , Uzi , Shotgun , Ak , Rocket Launcher(RPG) , Minigun and ... an AWP? Oh yeah there's also the
Machete which noone will ever use again now that you start with a Pistol (seriously why tho)

They all serve their purpose but to switch between any weapon you have to use the Weaponwheel , there are no hotkeys to bind
weapons to . yet?

But what is the game?

It's essentially a wavebased tower defence where you can purchase and place Turrets \/ Devices to slaughter zombies.

There is no limit to how far you can go , but your journey might end due to an unexpected bug which is fair enough considering
Early Access day1 OR you proceed further than people would've expected and discover that there's absolutely no spawncycle
present for wave30+ in addition to that the engine showed symptoms of giving up by the sheer amount of Monsters present on
the map.

Yes Early Access , yes day 1 but some things are just lul.

The Controls cannot be rebinded .yet? The Graphic settings are very limited , there is no ini access for modification and dual
monitor setup is buggy(your cursor is gonna exit the window every time you visit the shop to upgrade.)

The mouse is completely laggy , it feels as if there's vsync active , floaty , hard to predict and slow. The game is capped at 60fps
for whatever reason. The Dodge has i-frames yes but the draveldistance is 404 it looks a lil like me doing a somersault as a kid.
The running is toggle only , occasionally messes up when trying to cancel.

The enemies are basic zombies , heavy zombies , spitter zombies , boomer zombies and and Lightning zambonies , doesn't
matter you shoot the head it dies.

Apart from that you have a game , you can play it , you can enjoy it to a certain extent depending on how much you're into the
genre or may or may not enjoy the game.

For 10 bucks it's whatever honestly and if the team or the person puts some effort into playability , polish,hardware utilisation ,
spawncycles past wave30 , a different sound for the awp fire , some new weapons , some new zambonies and some minor
overhauls of textures and gameFX. Yes the game looks good , but it doesn't need to look good , it needs to run well. Framedrops
affect sensitivity , visuals . But none of that matters when ur forced to play with 60fps and ur mouse literally equalling the
responsiveness of UT99 controls.

This game is better than alot of the games on the market , it's nothing out of the ordinary , but it has it's own thing going.
If this receives some love , some content and polish then this could be fun game with replayability.

The only thing that i do see happening is the game being made too easy across the board by all the people whining about how
hard it is.

I'm not trying to be an Elitist \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i'm just being realistic . I don't feel
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like i accomplished anything when i got it handed to me on a silver plate.

Give it a go , it's 10 bucks what the hell.

. The sounds, the graphics, and the mechanics in this game are all so utterly generic. I just can’t into it.. This game is very good. I
spent little money to have lots of fun. If you like strategy games, especially World War II, this game is perfect.. Very pleasant
and entertaining game for first 5-6 hours, then it gets a little bit boring. But still worth playing, especially for that price.. I'm
having fun with this one , can recommend . Some bugs but nothing major and the developer is very engaged in his project.. this
is a good mega man clone. it does take a bit to get used to the controls as you aim and shoot with the mouse and use the
keyboard for movement and jumping but this lets you shoot anything in a 360 degree arc. (i didn't bother trying a controller
because if i can't use the analog stick with fps i wasn't gonna try it here)

the upgrades, armors, and new weapons are nice and make the game fun. i only have 2 issues with is game though. 1)jumping is
not perfect and i had issues getting up the one shaft you're chased up with an instant death failure and no, it's not cause of the
insta-death! this game did a good job of NOT over using that. 2)this game ends on a cliffhanger and instead of making a #2 they
did a remake.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ALGERIANS KILLED MY POPE

in all seriousness, a very fun game with lots of variety. cossack games and their spin offs are great ;)
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